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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a user-friendly visual interface called MELQUERY for performing table driven manipulation of relational databases on ME1000 multimedia engineering workstations.

MELQUERY converts the user inputs to SQL, an equivalent international-standard database query language, which is then used to access the databases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We consider one of the most important facilities of database management systems to be user-friendliness of the database management system.

In the field of database user interfaces, most conventional database management systems provide the database end users with the command typing oriented user interface such that the end users input the database manipulation commands by stroking the keyboard.

As the above user interface requires the users a lot of keyboard operations, it is apt to cause the incorrect input operations and it has the disadvantage that the users must remember the syntax of the database manipulation commands as well as the relation names and the data types.

In the field of database models, a relational model is widely spread [CODD70]. This is because the relational model is easy to understand and is theoretically well-formalized on mathematical background.

In the field of database languages, a database language called SQL has become an international-standard database query language lately [ISO87].

Under these circumstances on the database technology, we have implemented a table driven user-friendly interface called MELQUERY which enables database end users to access the relational database visually and interactively with a mouse and icons under the multi-window environment of the engineering workstation.

2 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we show the technological trend of database end user interface and the requirements for the database user interface.

2.1 Technological Trend of the Database User Interface
Lately, the theme on the database user interface has been actively researched and new interfaces with improved user-friendliness have been developed [KOJ88].

The typical examples of the database user interface are the visual interface, the query interface by examples, the natural language, the AI (artificial intelligence) interface and the fourth generation language [MAK87].

The visual interface has the characteristics that the database users can recognize the data manipulation objects as icons and windows of a workstation, and the users directly manipulate the recognized visual objects with the pointing device of the workstation [DAVI86, FRAS86, GOLDS85, HEIL85, KATO87, WATSS88]. [GOLDS85] and [DAVI86] present graphically manipulating systems ISIS and ISIS-V, respectively, based on a semantic database model. [FRAS86] describes the Icon-Based System (IBS) consisting of an object interface and an icon-based set of commands. [HEIL85] shows a QBE-style interface G-WIIIZ for the functional data model. [KATO87] presents a visual interface ORAQ for an object-oriented query in relational databases. [WATSS88] described a user interface QUERY MANAGER for both novice and sophisticated database users of the OS/2 Database Services.

The query interface by examples has the characteristics that the users can manipulate the database by inputting the database query examples in a terminal full-screen mode [CHAN80, CHAN81, WHAN87, ZL007]. [ZL007] proposes a graphical user interface QBE (Query by Example) for relational databases. [CHAN80] and [CHAN81] presents a picture query language PBE (Query by Pictorial Example) based on QBE for pictorial databases. [WHAN87] shows an integrated office information system OBE (Office by Example), an extension of QBE, supporting database, word processing, electric mail, graphics and image.

The natural language has the characteristics of being so flexible for the users as to absorb the ambiguity of the user requirements [MAK87]. In [NAKA86], the technology is researched that the database query with the natural language is transformed into the relational database query language.

In the field of AI interfaces, the intelligent guidance technology and the intelligent information retrieval technology have been developed recently [MAK87].
The fourth generation language is said to be a programming software development tool and it has the characteristics of the integration of database access functions, spreadsheet manipulation functions, graphics processing functions and software development functions [MART86].

Many commercial products of the fourth generation language have been already implemented and released to the markets.

Summarizing the above-mentioned trend on the database user interface, we consider as follows:

1. the natural language and the AI interface are on the stage of the basic research,
2. the query interface by examples and the fourth generation language have already reached the stage of the practical level,
3. the visual interface is on the intermediate stage between the basic research and the practical level product.

On the other hand, considering the recently spread multimedia workstations equipped with bit-map display units and mice, we can predict that the above visual interface will become the most important user interface technology among the above-mentioned five kinds of the database user interface.

So, we are researching and developing the new visual interface technology.

### 2.2 Requirements for the Database User Interface

The database application jobs are classified into the regularly processed jobs and the irregularly processed jobs.

The former corresponds to the usage style of the batch processing jobs such as the database application programs written in a procedural language (for example, COBOL or FORTRAN), and the latter corresponds to that of the interactive processing jobs such as at workstations or personal computers.

The processing style of the database access is categorized into the centralized processing and the distributed processing. The former is realized with the centralized database system which is constructed on a large-scaled host computer, and the latter is realized with the distributed database system which is constructed on workstations and/or large-scaled host computers.

In order for the database users to perform the irregularly processed jobs with the distributed or centralized database system constructed on the workstations which are the major processing units at present, the following functions are required for their database user interface:

1. the data manipulation objects are recognized visually,
2. the data manipulation objects are directly selected before the database manipulation functions are selected,
3. the user interfaces of the data manipulation functions are unified among the same data manipulation functions, regardless of the contents or the locations of the database manipulation objects,
4. the database access functions are integrated with the data processing functions and the report generation functions.

### 3 TABLE DRIVEN USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE MELQUERY

In this chapter, we describe a table driven user-friendly interface called MELQUERY which we have implemented on our engineering workstation called ME1000 series, lately.

#### 3.1 Overview

In order to satisfy the database user interface requirements mentioned in the previous chapter, we have adopted the visualization approach because this approach has the matured technology and reaches to near the practical level, and we have implemented a table driven user-friendly interface MELQUERY.

MELQUERY is a database service under control of the engineering workstation desktop environment called DESKTOPMANAGER, which provides the document processing service, the electronic file service, the electronic mail service, the geometric service and the business graph processing service as well.

#### 3.2 Configuration

Figure 1 shows the software configuration of MELQUERY of which components have the following functions:

1. Man Machine Interface (abbreviated MMI)

MMI receives the user inputs via the mouse, menus, and icons under the multi-window environment of the engineering workstation. MMI displays the contents of the data manipulation objects and displays the data manipulation results.

2. SQL Interface (abbreviated SQL/I)

SQL/I converts the user inputs into the equivalent SQL sentences and then transmits the SQL sentences to RDBASE/I/F (mentioned later). SQL/I returns the execution results of RDBASE/I/F to MMI.

3. RDBASE Interface (abbreviated RDBASE/I/F)

RDBASE/I/F transforms the SQL sentences into the equivalent data manipulation commands supported by RDBASE (mentioned later) and transmits the RDBASE data manipulation commands to RDBASE. RDBASE/I/F returns the execution results of RDBASE to SQL/I/F.

4. Relational Database Management System (called RDBASE)

RDBASE is a relational database management system supported on our engineering workstation.

5. Personal Table Management System (abbreviated PTMS)

In this paper, we define a personal table to be a spreadsheet which an individual can manipulate only for himself. PTMS receives the user inputs from MMI and executes the data processing of the personal tables such as the table data calculation of the personal table.

#### 3.3 Functions

##### 3.3.1 Major Characteristics

MELQUERY has the first major characteristics of being a table driven user-friendly interface for databases and personal tables.

MELQUERY has the second major characteristics of providing the database users with the visual user-friendly interface which unifies the relational database manipulation with the personal table data processing. With this interface, the MELQUERY users take an advantage that they do not need to input the names, the contents, the data items, the data types of the relational databases and the personal tables by stroking the keyboard, because the MELQUERY users can point the desired data manipulation object from among the displayed objects with the mouse before the MELQUERY users point the desired data manipulation function. In other words, the MELQUERY users do not need to remember the names, the contents, the data items, the data types of the relational databases and the personal tables in order to manipulate the databases and process the personal table data.
MELQUERY has the third major characteristic that MM1 is an independent of RDBASE that MM1 can be easily interfaced with another database management system product which supports SQL language, because the contents of the data manipulation specification which the MELQUERY user inputs are converted into the equivalent sentences of the international-standard database query language SQL.

3.3.2 Objects System

The MELQUERY data manipulation objects are classified into a DBBOX object which means an entire set of the relations in a relational database, a PTBOX object which means an entire set of the personal tables, DB objects each of which means an individual relation, and PT objects each of which means an individual personal table. These objects are displayed as the icons, as shown in Figure 2.

(1) DB Object

The DB object has the same concept with the RDBASE relation. Every attribute of the relation is allowed to be specified one of data types such as real number, integer, alpha-numeric character string, and Japanese character string.

Every DB object is specified the access right such as the ownership, the read/write permission for the owner and the nonowner.

(2) PT Object

The PT object means the results (such as the derived data) of the relational operations for the DB object, which can be stored on the secondary storage.

The table data calculation can be executed among either the table columns or the table rows of the PT object. The PT object has the data structure of two-dimensional tabular form, as depicted in Figure 3. A data type such as display specification can be defined to every data item of the PT object.

The ordering of the columns and the rows of the DB object is meaningless because the DB object is a relation, on the other hand that of the PT object is meaningful because the PT object requires to be designated the specific columns and rows where the summation or average values are inserted. The n-th column and the m-th row of the PT object are uniquely identified with a column number Cn and a row number Mn, respectively.

As MELQUERY users are required only to point every MELQUERY object such as its relation name and its attribute names, or its personal table name and its data item names with the mouse operation based on the interwindow copy function of the engineering workstation, they take the advantage that they have the lower probability of incorrectly manipulating the databases or the personal tables.

3.3.3 Commands System

MELQUERY provides the commands of the relational database manipulation functions, the personal table data calculation function, and the basic data manipulation functions.

The commands of the basic data manipulation functions are classified into LIST command, DISPLAY command, DROP command and STORE command. Pointing the DBBOX object or the PTBOX object results in displaying the listing of the relation names and the relation access rights or the personal table names, respectively. DISPLAY command displays the contents of the DB object or the PT object. DROP command drops the DB object or the PT object. STORE command accommodates the DB object or the PT object into the DBBOX or the PTBOX, respectively.

The commands of the relational database manipulation functions for the DB object are classified into SELECT command, PROJECT command, JOIN command, CREATE command, UPDATE command, INSERT command, DELETE command, SORT command, CREATE INDEX command and DROP INDEX command.

The personal table data calculation function provides CALCU command.

MELQUERY users can point each of all the above commands with the mouse from the command menus or the forms which are displayed depending on both the context of the number of the pointed objects and the kinds of the pointed objects.

MELQUERY provides the stepwise retrieval function as STEPWISE command, the access authorization function as ACCESS command, the database recovery function as RECOVER command, the print function of a relation as PRINT command and the conversion function of a relation into a personal table as P/TCONVERT command, too.

3.3.4 Relationships of Objects with Commands

We summarize the relationships of objects with commands, as shown in Figure 4.

In order to create a new relation, the MELQUERY user needs to point the empty DB object icon before pointing CREATE command. Then the new DB object icon is displayed on the MELQUERY window before it is available for the MELQUERY user to manipulate the relational database.

Pointing the DBBOX object causes the name and access right listing of all the existing relations to be displayed on the MELQUERY window. Pointing the desired relation names from among the name listing causes the new DB object icons to be displayed on the MELQUERY window before they are available for the MELQUERY user to manipulate the relational database.

Pointing the PT object before pointing STORE command enables the MELQUERY user to retrieve the relational database. Then the retrieval results are displayed on the MELQUERY window.

Pointing the DB object before pointing SELECT command enables the MELQUERY user to calculate the table data among the columns or the rows of the personal table. The calculation results can be another personal table.

Pointing the PT object before pointing CALCU command enables the MELQUERY user to calculate the table data among the columns or the rows of the personal table. The calculation results can be another personal table.

Pointing the PTBOX object causes the name listing of all the existing personal tables within the PTBOX to be displayed on the MELQUERY window. Pointing the desired personal table names from among the name listing causes the new PT object icons to be displayed on the MELQUERY window before they are available for the MELQUERY user to calculate the table data.
4 EXAMPLES

In this chapter, we present some typical examples of the relational database manipulation and the personal table data calculation with MELQUERY under the control of DESKTOPMANAGER, as follows:

(1) Create

Figure 5 shows an example of creating a new relation which is composed of three attributes such as "name", "address", and "balance". In this example, the empty DB object icon is pointed with the mouse before inputting the relation name, the number of the attributes, the attribute names, the data type, and the data length.

(2) Insert

Figure 6 shows an example of inserting a new tuple, of which attribute called "name" has the value of "John", and of which attribute called "balance" has the value of "0.0", into the relation called "members". In this example, the DB object icon is pointed with the mouse before inputting the new tuple value.

(3) Update

Figure 7 shows an example of searching the tuples of the relation called "members" which satisfy the condition that the attribute called "balance" has the negative value, and of adding twenty to the value of the attribute called "balance" in the searched tuples. In this example, the DB object icon "members" is pointed with the mouse before inputting the search condition equation such as balance < 0 and the updation equation such as balance = balance + 20.

(4) Retrieve

Figure 8 shows an example of retrieving the tuples of the relation called "library" which satisfy the condition that the attribute called "zipcode" is equal to "101". In this example, the DB object icon "library" is pointed with the mouse before inputting the retrieval condition equation such as publib.zipcode = "101".

(5) Join and Project

Figure 9 shows an example of joining two relations called "library" and "publish" with the common publishing company names between the two relations of "library" and "publish". In this example, the two DB object icons "library" and "publish" are pointed with the mouse before inputting the equi-join condition equation such as library.companyname = publish.companyname and the projected attribute names such as library.bookname, publish.companyname, publish.zipcode, and publish.address.

(6) Calculate

Figure 10 shows an example of the personal tabular data calculation executed among the table columns. In this example, the PT object icon "neuhi" is pointed with the mouse before inputting the calculation equation such as C4=C2*C3.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We consider that the further research and development subjects are such that MELQUERY is extended to support firstly the remote database access mechanism and finally the distributed database access mechanism on the micro-miniframe linkage environment.

UNIX is the trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. OS/2 is the trademark of IBM.
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